Our design process: A toolkit for your brand journey.

We’ve brought together 30 years of experience working with leaders of business to bring you a set of tools that support your brand journey every step of the way. Three distinct phases of brand each representing an important process. And you can jump in wherever you need to.

**Work: Before Brand.**

Do this to: build a 360 degree picture of your business and your audience and create the best foundation for your brand.

Make it your own way.

**Work: On Brand.**

Do this to: create the brand you need to speak the right language, to reach the right people and reflect the value in what you do.

Deliver on your promise.

**Work: With Brand.**

Do this to: grow the visibility and relevance of your business and start some compelling conversations – talk to the world.

Build your brand and fly.
Work: Before Brand.

Do this to: build a 360 degree picture of your business and your audience and create the best foundation for your brand.

Make it your own way.

Over the past decade we’ve learnt much from our work with clients and looked at what their greatest needs are in building their brands. From this experience we’ve honed three tools that we use to generate deep insight into our client’s businesses, associated industries and their markets. We use this to build brands for our clients but it turns out it’s of profound value to business too – building team culture, creating shared brand ownership, guiding all aspects of communication and informing business growth. And it’s fun.

Foundation Session™
Do this to: Solve sticky brand problems collectively with expert guidance using principles of design thinking.
What is it?: A 2 hour facilitated, round-table working group comprising high-value informants and experts drawn from your team or industry. A guided and focused discussion led by Working Images produces a valuable data set leading to resolution and a clear communication pathway. Detailed analysis and summary is presented back to leadership outlining high-level insights and strategic recommendations.
This work informs the Brand Profiling.
Can be done as a standalone component.

Brand Profiling
Do this to: Harness the intelligence within your business and work out who you are, who you need to talk to and what you need to say.
What is it?: A team process for brand foundation. In a 1 day facilitated workshop led by Working Images your team will use nine unique lenses to produce deep, shared insight into the internal and external landscape of the business. A valuable information repository is formed and a singular voice created that will inform and instruct communication planning and business development with certainty. Detailed analysis and summary is presented back to leadership outlining high-level insights and strategic recommendations and an emerging narrative for brand.
This work informs the Brand Map.
Can be done as a standalone component.

Brand Map
Do this to: Keep the big picture in sight with a detailed, visual overview of your entire brand narrative and communication framework.
What is it?: Drawing on insights from the Brand Profiling outputs and guided by the strategic imperatives of the business, Working Images will develop a tiered, structured and prioritised map forming a compelling brand narrative. It details clearly the value proposition for the business, your market needs and expectations, your communication priorities and the purpose driving the business. As a map created from information developed and shared by the team it has high levels of ownership and consensus.
This work informs Work On Brand (and everything you do).
Just can’t be done as a standalone component.

Work: On Brand.

Do this to: create the brand you need to reach the right people, speak the right language, and capture the value in what you do.
Deliver on your promise.

Working from the Brand Profiling report gives our team a valuable set of high-level information that we use to guide and inform every step of the design of your brand identity through to completion. We can pinpoint the right language, ensure that it speaks to the right people, that it supports the right positioning of the business and that it captures the real value you provide to your market through your product, service or place. There are three vital metrics that we use in the creation of compelling brands: Values. Behaviour. Language. Your brand becomes your promise.

VALUES
At the heart of it all.
Values are the principles and beliefs that guide us in everything we do. We build strong connections with others around the values that we share or respect and for brands it happens just the same way. We build brands around the core values within a business and this leads to deep resonance with an audience. We design brands from the values out – not the brand in.
Values may change and evolve over time within the business or the market and this may require brand change.

BEHAVIOUR
Values made visible.
How we conduct ourselves socially is guided by our values and it’s the same for business. When consumers scout for a business they have a set of expectations on behaviour and these characteristics are communicated through brand. Behaviour is the clearest indication of your market positioning, it’s powerful when behaviour is congruent with your values.
Behaviours may change and evolve over time within the business or the market and this may require brand change.

LANGUAGE
Walk the talk.
When we talk about language we mean visual language – the visual form of the brand. How you speak to others is the most telling aspect of who you are and the most tangible part of an identity. Language differs across continents, countries and also markets. Speaking the right language for your audience lets them know they’re talking to the right people.
Language may change and evolve over time within the business or the market and this may require brand change.

Work: With Brand.

Do this to: grow the visibility and relevance of your business and start some compelling conversations – talk to the world.
Build your brand and fly.

When you have a brand you can talk to anyone. What do you need to say? Conversations can happen in the most amazing places.

Branded Environments.
Graphics behave very differently in built spaces and understanding this is critical to their function and success.
We focus on a deep understanding of the user and their specific needs, providing highly functional, positive and memorable visitor experiences. We work with you to create branded environments, interior graphic schemes, way finding and architectural signage programmes.

Information Design.
Businesses must provide clarity around their product and their service offering – to share their story.
We package your communication in a way that builds relevance and awareness, adds value to your business and provides a compelling means of differentiation within your market. We work with you to create publications, posters, prospectuses, profiles, postcards and presentations.

Digital Environments.
Successful communication relies on right messaging and connecting on the right channels for your audience.
We work with care to translate your brand to the onscreen environment through the crafting of nuanced and bespoke communication that will find the right audience and engage them directly. We work with you to create websites, digital campaigns and strategy for socials.